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Business Intelligence with PRECISION

Data-Driven
Business Strategies
How do you make critical
business decisions? Do you
have the information you
need to support your
production policies and
pricing? Do you truly know
which loan officers,
branches, correspondents
or brokers originate the
most profitable production,
or perhaps more
importantly, the least
profitable production?

The PRMS Enterprise Dashboard System provides unsurpassed management and
production reporting in a configurable, easy to use dashboard-based solution that
supports the entire organization. Immediate graphical feedback is always available,
backed by detailed management reporting. Key Performance Indicators and
focused management information ensure that each user views what is important
without sifting through volumes of reports. The Enterprise Dashboard System is
highly configurable allowing each user to customize the content and appearance of
his dashboard, providing immediate visibility into critical business issues.
Management has all the tools necessary to pinpoint business problems, understand
production performance and create pricing strategies and policies for the entire
organization.

Advanced Technology Made Simple
PRMS' Enterprise Dashboard System utilizes the latest web-based technology and
is designed to allow organizations to consolidate information from multiple data
sources such as loan origination, servicing and accounting into a single, graphical
view of the organization. From the dashboard, users are always just a click away
from viewing the detailed reporting behind the dashboard graphic, ”slicing and
dicing” information on demand or extracting critical information into a Microsoft
Excel workbook for further analysis . The system is accessible via a web browser,
tablet device or smart phone.
The Enterprise Dashboard System is delivered with a comprehensive suite of
corporate reporting, all of which can be customized by business users.
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The Information You Need - When You Need It

Powerful
Customization and
Dashboard
Development Tools
In addition to being a robust
Dashboard Reporting System
that is customizable by
business users, EDS is a
powerful development
solution for your IT
organization. EDS is delivered
with all the tools necessary to
support the internal
dashboard and reporting
development requirements
for the entire organization.
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PRMS provides information to the organization in meaningful ways. Until now
lenders had to cobble together output from loan origination systems, spreadsheets
and separate risk management tools in an attempt to analyze their loan production
and the organization as a whole. The PRMS Enterprise Dashboard System brings it
all together in a single web-based solution, combining comprehensive reporting
from all areas of the organization.
Management can now view the entire organization in a single, focused view;
highlighting all facets of the enterprise and focusing on business problems that
require immediate attention. The PRMS Enterprise Dashboard System provides up
to the minute performance information about the entire organization which allows
management to understand key metrics such as:









Pipeline Composition
Pipeline Velocity
Underwriting Turn Times
Expected Closings
Regulatory Action Triggers
Corporate Cash-flow
Foreclosures
Early Defaults

The Enterprise Dashboard System has a proven record of success. Contact
PRMS today to get started.

501.758.2482
Website: www.prmsonline.com
Email: sales@prmsonline.com
Phone: 501.758.2482

